CHIARA PRADEL
MOVING GROUND
RETHINKING AND RECYCLING EARTH, ACTIONS AND REFLECTIONS IN
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Presentation side A _ photos and drawings with short descriptive texts projected in simultaneous independent loop, black background
The initial point of the research, which is at an early stage, is a practice-based, empiric observation of an
earth-mound placed in the middle of an area for an urban park to be realized in Tessin, Switzerland, during
a preliminary site building survey. This encounter constitutes the beginning of my investigation on moving
ground actions in landscape, starting from the personal design experience as landscape architect by considering dropping, digging, excavating, filling, carving, mass grading, sloping, contour-bunding, founding
actions and recycling earth practices.
Photographs, drawings and short descriptions in narrative-poetic prose are used as tools to underline initial
statements and spatial considerations between wonder and consciousness, memory and imagination, that
would shine a light in the spatial process of moving earth and in its potential inside landscape.
Presentation side B_ primary argumentation and open questions on research topics, photos and text in
white background
Earthworks recently re-enter in our aesthetic, ecological, material perception, for example as “Sculptures in
the Expanded Field”, thanks to Land-art or to Drosscapes, but since ancient human history the process of
re-shaping the land with earth has had deep symbolic and founding implications for architecture and wide
sacred, social, artistic, political, economic effects for metropolitan, urban, rur-urban, agricultural life. Starting with a firsthand observation from the inside of an on-going landscape project, that redesign the topography of the sites by moving and recycling earth, the research successively interlaces contextual realized
study cases as evidences of innovative and creative thinking with theoretical patterns. Crossing the borders
between a perspective on ecology, proceeding trough the exploration on methodologies in designing and
representing moving ground in landscape, the research investigates on how moving ground actions could
be part of landscape architecture design practice and of a renewed sublime (collective) imagination.
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